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Fukushima Radioactive Levels Surge 90-Fold in 
Three Days
Fallout worsens again as industry pushes for more nuclear plants
- Jacob Chamberlain, staff writer

Anti-nuclear activists demonstrate in Barcelona, Spain in reaction to the Fukushima disaster (Lluis Gene/
AFP/Getty Images)
Levels of radioactive substances have surged once again in the groundwater surrounding the crippled 
Fukushima nuclear power plant, the Tokyo Electric Power Co. said on Tuesday.

The rates show that radioactive contamination is quickly spreading in the disaster area despite ongoing 
efforts to decommission the site, with levels of cesium-134 and cesium-137 as high as 90 times greater 
than they were just three days prior.

“We still don’t know why the level of radiation surged, but we are continuing efforts to avert further 
expansion of contamination,” a TEPCO spokesman stated.

TEPCO says that it is now attempting to determine if the substances are seeping into the ocean, a 
possibility that is very likely, as the Japan Times reports:

The substances, which were released by the meltdowns of reactors at the plant in the aftermath of the 
huge tsunami of March 2011, were not absorbed by soil and have made their way into groundwater.

Subsoil water usually flows out to sea, meaning these two substances could normally make their way into 
the ocean, possibly affecting marine life and ultimately impacting humans who eat sea creatures.
The site of the nuclear disaster has been plagued by a series of storage tank leaks among a list of other 
mishaps this year.

Last month, similar reports had surfaced showing spikes in radioactive substances in the groundwater.
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The news arrives as several nuclear reactors in Japan moved closer to restarting this week, with four utility 
companies applying for safety inspections for 10 idled plants—or what the Associated Press called "the 
clearest sign of a return to atomic energy almost two and a half years after the Fukushima disaster."
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1 bones288 
You have to monitor nuclear waste after it has finished its time producing productive 
power for society. Now seeing that the dangerous levels of radioactivity in the waste 
are expected to outlast civilization then any brief positive power output bequeathed to 
society is overwhelmingly dwarfed by the negative power input required to monitor 
and maintain the waste. 
Nuclear power requires more power input to initially build the infrastructure, process 
the radioactive materials, build and maintain the waste storage facilities, and then 
monitor the waste until the end of civilization. 
An economic net loss. A loser built on hubris and lies.

2 rmshelby 
By extension, the immense funds now and recently pouring into natural gas tracking 
well drilling, etc., should better have gone into wind and solar power. Imagine the 
clean gain if a windmill or solar array stood in place of every one of the many 
thousands of new gas wells installed across our land.

3 oekoman 
Excellent insight of the meaning of 'diseconomy.' Taken one step further if everyone 
who purchased said power from nuke plant were required to continue paying for the 
'total cost' of such power then people would pretty much stop buying it. As it stands, 
we are passing the rest of the cost to our children...nice way to treat our own children.

4 1984 was 1948 
Nuke the Whales!
oh, we (humans) are....

5 WhatTheFlux 
The bumper sticker I remember from the 70s said, "Nuke Gay Whales for Jesus 
Christ."
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6 Holygeezer 
This has got to be the most underreported story in our lifetime given the gravity of the 
situation. This disaster has been ongoing for well over two years now, with nary a 
peep from the presstitutes. It amounts to a coverup of the worst sort. We are talking 
about a possible extinction level event as this nuclear monster is completely out of 
control now. There is speculation that the China Syndrome has taken place a long 
time ago. The trouble is that Tepco is lying through their corporate teeth and 
obfuscating the truth in order to try and save their criminal a$$et$. It does not bode 
well for our future. For anyone who cares to follow such things the following website 
keeps daily updates on Fukushima as well as other unfolding disasters the MSM will 
not touch in any depth.
http://enenews.com/

7 jim2.7182 
I think the term "presstitutes" is great and accurately describes what passes for 
journalism today - sadly...

8 Steve Purcell 
We're all dead and just don't know it yet.
Isn't one of the reactors sort of missing from the building?
We really don't have a clue what's going on there, and the scale of the issue is way 
beyond the ability of the puny humans to fix.

9 Basil_Bullion 
Coming soon to a nuclear plant near you.
Apparently nuke-lovers are not familiar with Nature's #1 law: ALL THINGS "die" and 
break down eventually. 
This is just the beginning. Nuclear is what may take out the current threat to the Earth 
climate change, to become enemy number one to the survival of life on Earth.

10 Guest 
The incompetence of the nuclear industry is boundless, there is no backup plan.

11 Basil_Bullion 
Exactly.

12 Ned B. 
All things break down and die eventually... especially radioactive elements; it's just 
that it takes them thousands or millions of years to break down and during that time 
they can be deadly to most living things.

13 Basil_Bullion 
Exactly my point, Ned. No back up plan, no thinking ahead; instead it's "Get 'Er Dun 
then take the money and run". (Unfortunately, that seems to be true too often these 
days. Quality forsaken.)
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14 minitrue 
At the risk of being redundant:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Chernobyl plus 20
Chernobyl, a disaster almost old enough to vote.
It seems a lifetime ago to the young;
Just yesterday to those of us who remember 
Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Operation Crossroads at Bikini.
Chernobyl was a prediction by those who knew;
By those who had seen their bones through their arms,
Bathed in Thermonuclear light in the Marshall Islands.
And by the Victims of Castle Bravo in ‘54.
Chernobyl was preceded by many close calls, many accidents.
The Fermi plant near Chicago, Three Mile Island and others, 
Radiation poisoning suffered by countless “Downwinders.” 
Here and abroad they cried their warnings.
Chernobyl was not a nuclear explosion, not a bomb,
It was just an accident, a stubborn fire in nuclear fuel.
Yet the effects were felt, are still felt, around the world.
They will continue for many generations.
Chernobyl, a city, a region, rendered uninhabitable
For three to six centuries, longer than the Dark Ages lasted.
A legacy of cancers and mutations, not two heads or three legs,
But susceptibilities for diseases and mental retardation.
Chernobyl, subject of an article being written twenty years ago.
My young son came in with the San Francisco Chronicle.
“Wow, Dad! Weather report! For the first time in history,
Scattered showers with traces of radioactive Iodine!”
Chernobyl, a warning unheeded by those who
Never felt the heat, saw the light, feared the sickness,
But blithely want to curse the planet with more of the same.
In the sacred name of Democracy?
Chernobyl is our future, unless we reinstate the many treaties,
The world worked so hard to create, building hope out of fear.
And remove from power, those who would reawaken the nuclear dragon,
And turn it loose to devour the earth again.
Steve Osborn
26 April 2006
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The Dragon that Will Not Die
Fukushima, the Dragon that will not die;
I’ve watched it spit its venom into the sky,
And dump its excrement upon the ground
Where generations will expire without a sound.
Dig it up, bury it, filter the air.
The Dragon will spew more poison without care,
Until the ground, water, air, are filled with its foul scent.
And malformed babies abound, with bodies bent.
Always remember, while bucks, shekels, yen and yuan rule,
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War, nukes and biogenetics will be just a tool,
For gathering the wealth of their choice;
As they keep billions of souls from having a voice.
Perhaps the People are beginning to awaken,
As they gather to Occupy and steps are taken,
To dismantle the Wealthy and their endless greed.
To plant, in their place, a fresh and viable seed.
Steve Osborn
24 Oct. 2011
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
An accident, or an attack on a reactor, knocking out the cooling pumps and control 
room will cause an instant Fukushima. Israel and the US are eager to do that to Iran, 
and wind up poisoning much of the Asian continent. If the Fukushima contamination 
gets into the aquifer that supplies Tokyo that may well add significantly to the refugee, 
and medical, problems of Japan and the world.
For crying out loud, WAKE UP, PEOPLE OF THE WORLD, WAKE UP!!

15 galen066 
"Fukushima Radioactive Levels Surge 90-Fold in Three Days"
Huh.
Any bets the damaged cooling system packed it in again, and the damaged reactors 
came >that< much closer to going 'China Syndrome', once and for all?

16 Guest 
Humm, the way this is written could mean a lot of things. Is this your understanding: 
They re-use water for cooling the reactors from underground storage tanks that are 
leaking into the ground water so they want to discharge that water into the ocean. Did 
I get that correct?

17 BruceEWoych 
The "Japanese" current runs as a hot stream to North California up to Vancouver 
island. Contamination has followed materials that have drifted naturally by this current. 
We are ALL involved in this incident that is being played down by money interests, the 
politics and prostitutes that follow that money, and the media that is neglecting to 
advocate for truth and public awareness.

18 stephenverchinski 
Not to worry. The USA government will raise the radiation limits to be under the level 
of critical concern...to the industry.

19 future4the 
Not to mention that former head at Japan's Fukushima nuclear plant Masao Yoshida, 
died yesterday of cancer. Of course, no connection so why mention?

20 MabelMabel 
Is there any hope for humans so STUPID as to put a nuclear power plant in an 
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earthquake zone? And I include the US in this indictment ---- we have plants in the US 
in earthquake zones. Oh, well, as long as some fat cats made heaps of money, that's 
the important thing.

21 Don Lutz 
Is there any hope for humans so STUPID as to put a nuclear power plant 
ANYWHERE?
Or so STUPID as to remain on the suicidal train of fossil fuels?
I made a comment or two about global warming yesterday on the Current TV site, and 
was amazed at the vehemence (not to mention stupidity) of others quoting "experts" 
that global warming is a conspiracy engineered by environmentalists who will become 
billionaires if we switch to more sustainable sources of energy. One claimed that it's 
actually getting colder and the disappearance of the ice caps and glaciers is a hoax. 
Very sad.

22 Shizel 
water in 
substance out
bullshit in
bullshit out
We cannot contain all nuclear waste in steel and cement caskets hoping to keep it 
safe for ten thousand years when we can't even be sure WE can survive the next 50 
years. We need open, 4G waste reactors to burn it all. We cannot continue to pretend 
wind and solar will save everything if people weren't just so greedy. that's magical 
thinking. get real. There are 50 new nuclear plants being built right now, and that's a 
lot of very expensive fantasy caskets. get some for the kids. They're great! But, don't 
worry kids, if you squish your eyes real hard and wish with all your might, nuclear 
waste will just go away, steel caskets and all.

23 Anti 
It amazes me how these so called 'Experts' who ran these deadly Corporations can 
boldly stand and say they do not know how why or when, and its just one of those 
things, and we all go away qiut happy with that BS, no world concern or many nations 
insisting it be soled and quick and ALL help in this, of course not .. Big Corp and the 
Banksters see a profit in Japan's deadly death throes... the creeps they need stuffing 
in the sea water around the nuclear plant for a few days to make them realise what its 
like to be poisoned slowly by their nefarious deeds, absolutley immoral the lot of 
them. .

24 George_III 
So contaminated ground water from 3 self-destoyed nuclear reactors a few metres 
above sea-level and right next to the sea could acrtually get into the sea? Now fancy 
that! How strange. Just what will happen next?

25 alessandro simon 
Nuclear power will always be on the planet, think the opposite is a utopia, nuclear 
power in the near future will be cheap and safe, it will happen when it will be replaced 
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by the Nuclear Fission Nuclear Fusion, this is proof that even in the sense of seeking 
energy 're doing everything opposite (fission by fusion) is this.
greetings to all.

26 Westcoastliberal 
Lack of coverage on this story by the MSM will be passed down through generations 
as millions of Humans and animals will develop cancers and die as a result.
The China Syndrome is upon us. I've seen photos of nuclear reactions occurring 
outside at the Fukushima plant. Looks like an unearthly bright light like a welder's 
torch. No one can get close enough for a sufficient time to accomplish anything, plus 
they really don't KNOW what to do.
This should be our nation's priority, not Syria.

27 oekoman 
I suggest a class action lawsuit on behalf of the 60 million or so US west coast 
residents who are downwind. the lawsuit should name the Japanese government and 
Tepco.... and the EPA for complicity.

28 Don Lutz 
I've read that Japan has diverted money allocated to "clean up" Fukushima to the 
Japanese whaling industry. Animal Planet which aired "Whale Wars" for several years 
just says "no schedule currently available". Searches don't show what the current 
state of affairs is. Anybody know what's up with this?

29 Des Akkari 
that would be game over for any Japanese that like drinking water.

30 ctrl-z 
Hot core in the ground.
Apparently there is no way to say this in Japanese.

31 Holygeezer 
How about Sayonara...

32
You have to monitor nuclear waste after it has finished its time producing productive 
power for society. Now seeing that the dangerous levels of radioactivity in the waste 
are expected to outlast civilization then any brief positive power output bequeathed to 
society is overwhelmingly dwarfed by the negative power input required to monitor 
and maintain the waste. 
Nuclear power requires more power input to initially build the infrastructure, process 
the radioactive materials, build and maintain the waste storage facilities, and then 
monitor the waste until the end of civilization. 
An economic net loss. A loser built on hubris and lies.
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1
By extension, the immense funds now and recently pouring into natural gas 
tracking well drilling, etc., should better have gone into wind and solar power. 
Imagine the clean gain if a windmill or solar array stood in place of every one of 
the many thousands of new gas wells installed across our land.

2
Excellent insight of the meaning of 'diseconomy.' Taken one step further if 
everyone who purchased said power from nuke plant were required to continue 
paying for the 'total cost' of such power then people would pretty much stop 
buying it. As it stands, we are passing the rest of the cost to our children...nice 
way to treat our own children.

3
Nuke the Whales!
oh, we (humans) are....

WhatTheFlux 1984 was 1948 • 2 days ago
1

The bumper sticker I remember from the 70s said, "Nuke Gay Whales for 
Jesus Christ."

Holygeezer • 3 days ago
33

This has got to be the most underreported story in our lifetime given the gravity of the 
situation. This disaster has been ongoing for well over two years now, with nary a 
peep from the presstitutes. It amounts to a coverup of the worst sort. We are talking 
about a possible extinction level event as this nuclear monster is completely out of 
control now. There is speculation that the China Syndrome has taken place a long 
time ago. The trouble is that Tepco is lying through their corporate teeth and 
obfuscating the truth in order to try and save their criminal a$$et$. It does not bode 
well for our future. For anyone who cares to follow such things the following website 
keeps daily updates on Fukushima as well as other unfolding disasters the MSM will 
not touch in any depth.
http://enenews.com/

I think the term "presstitutes" is great and accurately describes what passes for 
journalism today - sadly...

1
We're all dead and just don't know it yet.
Isn't one of the reactors sort of missing from the building?
We really don't have a clue what's going on there, and the scale of the issue is 
way beyond the ability of the puny humans to fix.

34
Coming soon to a nuclear plant near you.
Apparently nuke-lovers are not familiar with Nature's #1 law: ALL THINGS "die" and 
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break down eventually. 
This is just the beginning. Nuclear is what may take out the current threat to the Earth 
climate change, to become enemy number one to the survival of life on Earth.

1
The incompetence of the nuclear industry is boundless, there is no backup plan.

Exactly.

2
All things break down and die eventually... especially radioactive elements; it's 
just that it takes them thousands or millions of years to break down and during 
that time they can be deadly to most living things.

1
Exactly my point, Ned. No back up plan, no thinking ahead; instead it's 
"Get 'Er Dun then take the money and run". (Unfortunately, that seems to 
be true too often these days. Quality forsaken.)

35
At the risk of being redundant:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Chernobyl plus 20
Chernobyl, a disaster almost old enough to vote.
It seems a lifetime ago to the young;
Just yesterday to those of us who remember 
Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Operation Crossroads at Bikini.
Chernobyl was a prediction by those who knew;
By those who had seen their bones through their arms,
Bathed in Thermonuclear light in the Marshall Islands.
And by the Victims of Castle Bravo in ‘54.
Chernobyl was preceded by many close calls, many accidents.
The Fermi plant near Chicago, Three Mile Island and others, 
Radiation poisoning suffered by countless “Downwinders.” 
Here and abroad they cried their warnings.
Chernobyl was not a nuclear explosion, not a bomb,
It was just an accident, a stubborn fire in nuclear fuel.
Yet the effects were felt, are still felt, around the world.
They will continue for many generations.
Chernobyl, a city, a region, rendered uninhabitable
For three to six centuries, longer than the Dark Ages lasted.
A legacy of cancers and mutations, not two heads or three legs,
But susceptibilities for diseases and mental retardation.
Chernobyl, subject of an article being written twenty years ago.
My young son came in with the San Francisco Chronicle.
“Wow, Dad! Weather report! For the first time in history,
Scattered showers with traces of radioactive Iodine!”
Chernobyl, a warning unheeded by those who



Never felt the heat, saw the light, feared the sickness,
But blithely want to curse the planet with more of the same.
In the sacred name of Democracy?
Chernobyl is our future, unless we reinstate the many treaties,
The world worked so hard to create, building hope out of fear.
And remove from power, those who would reawaken the nuclear dragon,
And turn it loose to devour the earth again.
Steve Osborn
26 April 2006
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The Dragon that Will Not Die
Fukushima, the Dragon that will not die;
I’ve watched it spit its venom into the sky,
And dump its excrement upon the ground
Where generations will expire without a sound.
Dig it up, bury it, filter the air.
The Dragon will spew more poison without care,
Until the ground, water, air, are filled with its foul scent.
And malformed babies abound, with bodies bent.
Always remember, while bucks, shekels, yen and yuan rule,
War, nukes and biogenetics will be just a tool,
For gathering the wealth of their choice;
As they keep billions of souls from having a voice.
Perhaps the People are beginning to awaken,
As they gather to Occupy and steps are taken,
To dismantle the Wealthy and their endless greed.
To plant, in their place, a fresh and viable seed.
Steve Osborn
24 Oct. 2011
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
An accident, or an attack on a reactor, knocking out the cooling pumps and control 
room will cause an instant Fukushima. Israel and the US are eager to do that to Iran, 
and wind up poisoning much of the Asian continent. If the Fukushima contamination 
gets into the aquifer that supplies Tokyo that may well add significantly to the refugee, 
and medical, problems of Japan and the world.
For crying out loud, WAKE UP, PEOPLE OF THE WORLD, WAKE UP!!

"Fukushima Radioactive Levels Surge 90-Fold in Three Days"
Huh.
Any bets the damaged cooling system packed it in again, and the damaged reactors 
came >that< much closer to going 'China Syndrome', once and for all?

Humm, the way this is written could mean a lot of things. Is this your understanding: 
They re-use water for cooling the reactors from underground storage tanks that are 
leaking into the ground water so they want to discharge that water into the ocean. Did 
I get that correct?



36
The "Japanese" current runs as a hot stream to North California up to Vancouver 
island. Contamination has followed materials that have drifted naturally by this current. 
We are ALL involved in this incident that is being played down by money interests, the 
politics and prostitutes that follow that money, and the media that is neglecting to 
advocate for truth and public awareness.

37
Not to worry. The USA government will raise the radiation limits to be under the level 
of critical concern...to the industry.

38
Not to mention that former head at Japan's Fukushima nuclear plant Masao Yoshida, 
died yesterday of cancer. Of course, no connection so why mention?

39
Is there any hope for humans so STUPID as to put a nuclear power plant in an 
earthquake zone? And I include the US in this indictment ---- we have plants in the US 
in earthquake zones. Oh, well, as long as some fat cats made heaps of money, that's 
the important thing.

1
Is there any hope for humans so STUPID as to put a nuclear power plant 
ANYWHERE?
Or so STUPID as to remain on the suicidal train of fossil fuels?
I made a comment or two about global warming yesterday on the Current TV 
site, and was amazed at the vehemence (not to mention stupidity) of others 
quoting "experts" that global warming is a conspiracy engineered by 
environmentalists who will become billionaires if we switch to more sustainable 
sources of energy. One claimed that it's actually getting colder and the 
disappearance of the ice caps and glaciers is a hoax. Very sad.

water in 
substance out
bullshit in
bullshit out
We cannot contain all nuclear waste in steel and cement caskets hoping to keep 
it safe for ten thousand years when we can't even be sure WE can survive the 
next 50 years. We need open, 4G waste reactors to burn it all. We cannot 
continue to pretend wind and solar will save everything if people weren't just so 
greedy. that's magical thinking. get real. There are 50 new nuclear plants being 
built right now, and that's a lot of very expensive fantasy caskets. get some for 
the kids. They're great! But, don't worry kids, if you squish your eyes real hard 
and wish with all your might, nuclear waste will just go away, steel caskets and 
all.

It amazes me how these so called 'Experts' who ran these deadly Corporations 
can boldly stand and say they do not know how why or when, and its just one of 
those things, and we all go away qiut happy with that BS, no world concern or 



many nations insisting it be soled and quick and ALL help in this, of course not .. 
Big Corp and the Banksters see a profit in Japan's deadly death throes... the 
creeps they need stuffing in the sea water around the nuclear plant for a few 
days to make them realise what its like to be poisoned slowly by their nefarious 
deeds, absolutley immoral the lot of them. .

George_III • 3 days ago

So contaminated ground water from 3 self-destoyed nuclear 
reactors a few metres above sea-level and right next to the 
sea could acrtually get into the sea? Now fancy that! How 
strange. Just what will happen next?

40
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47
Nuclear power will always be on the planet, think the opposite is a utopia, nuclear 
power in the near future will be cheap and safe, it will happen when it will be replaced 
by the Nuclear Fission Nuclear Fusion, this is proof that even in the sense of seeking 
energy 're doing everything opposite (fission by fusion) is this.
greetings to all.

Lack of coverage on this story by the MSM will be passed 
down through generations as millions of Humans and 
animals will develop cancers and die as a result.
The China Syndrome is upon us. I've seen photos of nuclear 
reactions occurring outside at the Fukushima plant. Looks 
like an unearthly bright light like a welder's torch. No one 
can get close enough for a sufficient time to accomplish 



anything, plus they really don't KNOW what to do.
This should be our nation's priority, not Syria.

oekoman • 2 days ago
48

I suggest a class action lawsuit on behalf of the 60 million or so US west coast 
residents who are downwind. the lawsuit should name the Japanese government and 
Tepco.... and the EPA for complicity.

49
50 You must sign in to down-vote this post.
51 •
52

Don Lutz • 2 days ago

53
I've read that Japan has diverted money allocated to "clean up" Fukushima to the 
Japanese whaling industry. Animal Planet which aired "Whale Wars" for several years 
just says "no schedule currently available". Searches don't show what the current 
state of affairs is. Anybody know what's up with this?

Des Akkari • 3 days ago
54

that would be game over for any Japanese that like drinking water.

55
Hot core in the ground.
Apparently there is no way to say this in Japanese.

Holygeezer ctrl-z • 3 days ago
1

How about Sayonara...


